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We report first results from a unique experiment performed at the HIPAS ionospheric modification

facility in conjunction with the Poker Flat incoherent scatter radar in Alaska. High-power radio waves at

2.85 MHz, which corresponds to the second electron gyro-harmonic at �245 km altitude, were

transmitted into the nighttime ionosphere. Clear evidence of F-region ionospheric electron temperature

enhancements were found, for the first time at this pump frequency, maximizing when the pump

frequency is close to the second gyro-harmonic and double resonance. This is consistent with previous

pump-enhanced artificial optical observations. We estimate the plasma heating efficiency to be

approximately double that for higher pump frequencies.

& 2009 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction

Ionospheric modification resulting from high frequency (HF)
high-power radio waves has found many applications in plasma
physics (Leyser and Wong, 2009). Artificial optical emissions
resulting from pump waves with O-mode polarization, are now
routinely observed in the F-region at high latitudes since the
original discovery in 1999 (Brändström et al., 1999). The pump
waves interact with the ionospheric plasma, causing instabilities,
which accelerate electrons up to 60 eV or more (Gustavsson et al.,
2005). These electrons collide with the atmospheric O atoms and
N2 molecules to produce aurora in the same way natural electron
impact from precipitation does. Most of the important artificially
stimulated auroral optical emissions have now been observed
(Gustavsson and Eliasson, 2008) with the brightest optical
emissions at O1D 630 nm and O1S 557.7 nm. A review of HF
pump-induced artificial optical phenomena is presented by Kosch
et al. (2007a). In addition, the plasma is heated with electron
temperatures up to 3500 K (Leyser et al., 2000), which can result
in ion upwelling, and ion temperatures up to a few hundred K
ll rights reserved.

ch).
(Rietveld et al., 2003, 2004). However, plasma temperature
enhancements are suppressed when pumping on a gyro-harmonic
frequency (Robinson et al., 1996; Gustavsson et al., 2006) higher
than the second electron gyro-harmonic. To date, the plasma
temperature for pump frequencies near the second gyro-harmonic
have not been reported, which is the objective of this manuscript.

Both the pump-induced optical emissions (Kosch et al., 2000;
Pedersen and Carlson, 2001) and electron temperature enhance-
ments (Rietveld et al., 2003, 2004) maximize sharply parallel to
the local magnetic field line direction. Pedersen et al. (2003)
found the full-width-at-half-maximum of the optical emissions to
be 71. Rietveld et al. (2003, 2004) found the electron temperature
enhancement could drop from 3200 to 1800 K for 61 off the
magnetic zenith despite having the same pump power. The so-
called magnetic zenith effect can boost the optical emission
intensity by up to an order of magnitude and is the result of pump
beam self-focusing (Kosch et al., 2007c).

The EISCAT and HAARP ionospheric modification facilities,
located in Norway and Alaska, respectively, are capable of
stimulating a wide range of plasma instabilities, including
parametric decay instabilities, upper-hybrid resonance and the
thermal parametric instability. Kosch et al. (2002) showed that
artificial optical emissions are closely associated with the upper-
hybrid resonance (UHR), which is stimulated typically a few
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kilometers below the HF reflection altitude (fo= fp) according to
f0

2= fUHR
2= fp

2= fGH
2, where fo is the pump frequency, fp the local

plasma frequency, and fGH the electron gyro-frequency. fGH is a
function of magnetic field strength and therefore altitude in the
ionosphere. Upper-hybrid resonance has a symbiotic relationship
with meter-scale magnetic field-aligned plasma density irregula-
rities, called striations, which are observed as enhanced back-
scatter by the SuperDARN radars (Kosch et al., 2002; and
references therein). The artificial optical emissions and striations
are both suppressed when pumping on a gyro-harmonic
frequency (Kosch et al., 2002; Gustavsson et al., 2006) higher
than the second electron gyro-harmonic. However, Kosch et al.
(2007b) found no minimum in SuperDARN radar backscatter for
pumping on the second gyro-harmonic. In addition, Kosch et al.
(2005) found an optical maximum for pump frequencies just
above second electron gyro-harmonic (about 7 kHz), i.e. the
opposite compared to higher gyro-harmonics.

Haslett and Megill (1974) first reported unusually large optical
enhancements when pumping the ionosphere at twice the
electron gyro-frequency. The pump-induced optical emissions
on the second gyro-harmonic have similar intensities compared to
higher pump frequencies, which used an order of magnitude more
HF power (Kosch et al., 2007a). Pedersen et al. (2008) showed that
for modest effective radiated power (ERP) less than 40 MW, the
induced optical intensity was linearly related to ERP. In addition,
they show data from a HAARP experiment (their Fig. 1) of optical
enhancements from ionospheric pumping at 3.3 and 2.84 MHz
with 42.4 and 32.1 MW ERP, respectively, within the same half
hour period. Although not directly addressed by the authors, it is
easily shown that 630 nm optical emission intensity at 2.84 MHz,
i.e. on the second gyro-harmonic, is approximately double that at
3.3 MHz, i.e. away from the second gyro-harmonic, including
linear compensation for the change in ERP. This result has been
subsequently confirmed at HAARP using 2.85 and 3.15 MHz pump
frequencies (Pedersen, unpublished manuscript).

For O-mode pumping near the second electron gyro-harmonic
frequency, Kosch et al. (2007b) have determined which groupings
of mechanisms are acting. For pump frequencies below the second
gyro-harmonic in an over-dense ionosphere, two parametric
decay instabilities are active. First, the pump wave can decay
into an ion-acoustic and electron Langmuir waves. These can be
detected as strong enhancements in the ion- and plasma-lines of
incoherent scatter radars (Rietveld et al., 2000). Unfortunately,
such enhancements also prevent plasma temperature analysis of
the radar spectra. Second, the pump wave can decay into an
electron-Bernstein and lower-hybrid waves. The latter can be
detected by SuperDARN radars as lower-hybrid caviton collapse.
For pump frequencies above the second electron gyro-harmonic in
an over-dense ionosphere, two parametric decay instabilities and
the thermal parametric instability are active. First, the pump wave
can decay into an ion-acoustic and electron Langmuir waves, as
before. Second, the pump wave can decay into an upper-hybrid
and lower-hybrid waves. The former can be detected by Super-
DARN radars as striations. Third, the thermal parametric instabil-
ity results in upper-hybrid waves and striations, which can be
detected by SuperDARN radars, as before. Finally, for pump
frequencies above the second gyro-harmonic in an under-dense
ionosphere where for foF2+0.5 MHz (Pedersen et al., 2003), one
parametric decay instability and the thermal parametric instabil-
ity are active. First, the pump wave can decay into an upper-
hybrid and lower-hybrid waves, as before. Second, the thermal
parametric instability results in upper-hybrid waves and stria-
tions, also as before. Both mechanisms can be detected by
SuperDARN radars as striations. Once upper-hybrid resonance is
no longer possible in the under-dense ionosphere all optical
emissions cease.
To measure the plasma temperature resulting from HF
pumping of the ionosphere, an incoherent scatter radar is
necessary. Currently, the only available experimental combination
for the second electron gyro-harmonic frequency is the HIPAS
ionospheric modification facility, operating on 2.85 MHz, and the
newly inaugurated Poker Flat Advanced Modular Incoherent
Scatter Radar (AMISR), called PFISR, both located in Alaska. The
EISCAT facility does have two co-located incoherent scatter radars,
but the minimum pump frequency only reaches down to the third
electron gyro-harmonic (�4 MHz). For a few years (1980–1985),
EISCAT did have second gyro-harmonic pumping capability
(2.75 MHz), but a thorough survey of the archive data shows that
no suitable experiment was ever performed. Unfortunately, the
HAARP ionospheric modification facility does not have an
incoherent scatter radar available. Here we report the first
electron temperature observations resulting from ionospheric
pumping on the second electron gyro-harmonic.
2. Results and discussion

On 19 March 2007 the HIPAS facility in Alaska (64.871N,
146.841W) was operated in a 6-min cycle of 3 phases: 2 min on
pulsing, 2 min continuous wave, and 2 min off. Operations started
at 04:24 UT and ended at 06:58 UT. The HF pump beam was
pointed parallel to the magnetic field line direction (771 elevation,
2041 azimuth) with O-mode polarization for continuous wave
pumping, transmitting at 2.85 MHz with �32 MW ERP in the
centre of the beam, and a full beam width of 23.31. 2.85 MHz
corresponds to the second electron gyro-harmonic at �245 km
altitude over HIPAS. Pointing the beam into the magnetic zenith is
done specifically because it greatly enhances the optical emissions
(Kosch et al., 2000; Pedersen and Carlson, 2001) and electron
temperature enhancements (Rietveld et al., 2003, 2004). During
the pulsing phase, the beam pointing was 771 elevation and 2461
azimuth. From 04:24 to 06:08 UT pulsing consisted of 50 ms on
every 4 s, and from 06:12 to 06:58 UT pulsing consisted of 50 ms
on every second. The pulse modes did not produce any detectable
effects for our purpose. Here we focus on the continuous wave
transmissions only.

The College ionosonde (64.91N, 148.01W) is used to character-
ize the ionosphere. A frequency sweep, starting at 0.2 MHz, was
done every 2 min. Although College is �55 km west of HIPAS, the
fields of view overlap in the F-layer. Geomagnetic activity was
very low on 19/03/2007 with Kpo =1� in the 12 h up to and
including the experiment. Fig. 1 shows HF reflection (solid curve),
upper-hybrid resonance (dashed curve), and second electron the
gyro-harmonic (dot-dashed curve) altitudes, all for 2.85 MHz. The
ionosphere is over-dense until �05:40 UT, thereafter under-
dense. Double resonance, i.e. where the upper-hybrid frequency
also equals the gyro-harmonic frequency, occurs for the interval
�05:58–06:06 UT. Upper-hybrid resonance stops at �06:08 UT.
Fig. 1 shows that HF reflection and upper-hybrid resonance both
cease shortly after intersecting with the second gyro-harmonic
altitude. Hence, for almost the entire experiment, the HIPAS pump
frequency corresponded to pumping below the second gyro-
harmonic. Unfortunately, the mechanisms acting in this frequency
regime produce low intensity optical emissions compared to
above the second gyro-harmonic (Kosch et al., 2007b, c).

The first useful optical recordings started at �05:20 UT due
to sunset, using 630 nm (8 s exposures every 10 s) and 557.7 nm
(7 s exposure every 10 s). The sky was completely clear of clouds.
Fig. 2 shows un-calibrated background-subtracted images of the
pump-induced artificial optical emissions at 630 nm taken from
HIPAS at the end of each continuous wave pump cycle. The
intensity and size of the optical emission region remains fairly
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Fig. 1. HF reflection (solid curve), upper-hybrid resonance (dashed curve), and second electron gyro-harmonic (dot-dashed curve) altitudes, taken from the College

ionosonde for 2.85 MHz. HIPAS was operated in pulsed (grey panels) and continuous wave (black panels) modes with other periods having no transmissions.

Fig. 2. Un-calibrated background-subtracted images of the pump-induced artificial optical emissions at 630 nm taken from HIPAS at the end of each continuous wave pump

pulse. The field of view is �451. North and west are to the top and right of the images, respectively. The ‘‘halo’’ apparent in the earlier images is an artifact of background

subtraction caused by declining twilight.
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constant throughout the experiment, fading towards the end as
the pump frequency exceeds the ionospheric critical frequency. A
detailed description of the optical results from this experiment
can be found in Gustavsson et al. (2008). In addition, Mutiso et al.
(2008) reported the first observation of the O+ 732 nm optical
emission from this campaign. Here we focus on the radar results.

The Poker Flat Incoherent Scatter Radar (PFISR, 65.131N,
147.471W) observed the ionosphere with four beams, beam 1
pointing into the local magnetic zenith, and beams 2, 3 and 4
intersecting near the local zenith over HIPAS at approximately
300, 240 and 200 km, respectively. The experimental geometry is
shown in Fig. 3. From the pre-programmed beams available,
beams 2, 3 and 4 corresponding to azimuth angles of 145.341,
135.131, 129.241, and elevation angles of 82.121, 79.581, 76.821,
respectively, were closest to the desired positions. The radar was
swept through all four beams, alternating long pulse with 35 km
range resolution and alternating code with 4.5 km range
resolution, and a total integration time of 6.144 s. The PFISR is
located 29.3 km east and 28.7 km north of HIPAS, and the antenna
face is tilted northward. Hence, unfortunately, it is impossible for
PFISR to intersect with the magnetic field line passing through
HIPAS. This is a significant geometric limitation of the experiment
as the PFISR beams can only intersect the HIPAS beam near its
�1 dB power contour for the chosen altitudes when HIPAS is
pointed into its local magnetic zenith, as was the case on 19/03/
2007. The geometry corresponds to PFISR pointing �71 away from
HIPAS’s magnetic zenith, i.e. on the edge of the region of
maximum optical intensity and electron temperature
enhancement. The geometry effectively precludes PFISR
observations of any advantage from the self-focusing effect
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within the HF pump beam (Kosch et al., 2007c), which is
associated with a significant gain in pump power density. If
anything, PFISR is pointing into a region of diminishing pump
power as self-focusing progresses. PFISR construction was not
completed at the time of the campaign, and the alternating code
data were very noisy, so we focus on the long-pulse data only.

Fig. 4 shows the PFISR ion-line long-pulse data, post-integrated
to 30.72 s, for each of the four beams used. The pump-on periods
which show enhanced plasma density, especially apparent in the
PFISR field-aligned beam 1 around 200–250 km prior to 05:30 UT,
correspond to the ion-line enhancement phenomenon. These are
observed at EISCAT (Ashrafi et al., 2006, 2007) and HAARP (Kosch
et al., 2007b; Oyama et al., 2007) and are associated with pump-
induced Langmuir turbulence, not real plasma density
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enhancements. Data prior to 05 UT are not shown because it is
contaminated by the pump-induced ion-line enhancement. From
�05:30 UT onwards, the ion-line overshoot increases in altitude,
disappearing after 05:41 UT. This consistent with the ionosonde
data (see Fig. 1), which shows a similar increase in altitude of the
HF reflection altitude, with reflection ceasing around 05:40 UT. It
is the pump-driven parametric decay instability near the HF
reflection altitude, where the pump wave decays into an electron
Langmuir wave and an ion-acoustic wave, which manifests itself
as the ion-line enhancement (Kosch et al., 2007b). This is expected
to cease when HF reflection ceases, as shown in Figs. 1 and 4.

Fig. 4 also shows some electron temperature enhancements,
although the plot cannot be taken completely at face value
because the PFISR spectra affected by the ion-line enhancement
may not be correctly analysed. However, there are altitudes and
times without the ion-line enhancement where modest electron
temperature enhancements are apparent. Electron temperature
enhancements seen after 05:48 UT in beam 1, 05:36 UT in beams 2
and 3, and 05:30 UT in beam 4 are not contaminated and may be
taken at their face value. No ion temperature enhancements were
found (not shown). The relatively modest effective radiated power
of the HIPAS facility coupled to the relatively short pump periods
(2 min) mitigate against ion temperature enhancements. Such
observations at EISCAT are associated with high effective radiated
powers (�200 MW) and pump periods up to 8 min (Rietveld et al.,
2003, 2004).

Fig. 5 shows the calibrated intensity at 630 nm of the pump-
induced artificial optical emissions above twilight background.
The continuous wave pump-on periods clearly show O1D
enhancements up to 100 Rayleighs above background. This is
consistent with the 4R/MW calibration (4*32=128R) found by
Pedersen et al. (2008). The optical background is variable due to
faint natural airglow. The optical enhancements remain strong up
to �06 UT whilst upper-hybrid resonance remains possible (see
Figs. 1 and 2). Once upper-hybrid resonance ceases, the optical
enhancements decline but are still evident up to 06:22 UT,
sustained by patches of ionosphere with enhanced plasma
density.

Fig. 5 also shows the electron temperature taken from the
three PFISR beams intersecting the HIPAS pump beam at three
different altitudes, post-integrated to 30.72 s. The data gaps are
from HF-contaminated ion-line enhanced spectra that could not
be analysed, which have been removed. Electron temperature
enhancements up to �500 K above background are evident,
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Fig. 5. Calibrated background-subtracted intensity of the pump-induced artificial optical emissions at 630 nm (upper panel). Electron temperature taken from the 3 long-

pulse PFISR beams intersecting the HIPAS pump beam at 3 different altitudes, post-integrated to 30.72 s (lower panel). HIPAS was operated in pulsed (grey panels) and

continuous wave (black panels) modes with other periods having no transmissions.
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starting right from the first HIPAS continuous wave pulse at
04:26 UT. Just as is the case for the optical emissions, electron
temperature enhancements continue up to 06:22 UT, hence there
is a clear association with the optical emissions as well as upper-
hybrid resonance. This is consistent with the findings at EISCAT
for higher pump frequencies (Kosch et al., 2002; Gustavsson et al.,
2006). It is also noted that the maximum electron temperature
enhancement occurs for the HIPAS continuous wave pulses at
06:02 and 06:08 UT when the ionosonde data (see Fig. 1) shows
that double resonance is active. This is consistent with the optical
intensity maximum observed at HAARP (Kosch et al., 2005,
2007b), although it is not obvious in the HIPAS optical data. In
addition, there is another maximum for the pulse at 05:32 UT,
corresponding to the time when the pump frequency was close to
the ionospheric critical frequency. In this situation, the plasma
density vertical gradient is small, thereby giving a long interaction
path for the pump wave. Hence, it is expected that coupling
between the pump wave and the plasma would maximize.

The electron temperature enhancements are relatively modest
compared those observed at EISCAT, which can be up to 3500 K
(Leyser et al., 2000; Rietveld et al., 2003, 2004). However, given
that the PFISR beams do not intersect the HIPAS magnetic field
line, i.e. not at the point of maximum power in the centre of the
pump beam, as described above, it is probable that the peak
electron temperature in the centre of the HIPAS pump beam is up
to �900 K, based on EISCAT beam-swinging experiments (Riet-
veld et al., 2003, 2004). Simple geometric considerations (see
Fig. 3) and modeling of the HIPAS beam show that the PFISR beams
were probing plasma illuminated by �25 MW effective radiated
power, excluding any reduction due to pump beam self-focusing,
which is approximately an order of magnitude less than that
typically used at EISCAT for similar experiments. HIPAS achieved
500/25=20 K/MW at 2.85 MHz, possibly more if pump beam self-
focusing is taken into account, whereas EISCAT achieved 1400/
200=7 K/MW at 4.544 MHz for a similar geometry, i.e. 61 away
from the magnetic field line direction. Unfortunately, the pump
power effect on electron temperature enhancements has never
been quantified for nighttime experiments. Assuming linearity,
and adjusting for the difference in plasma density associated with
the pump frequency at HIPAS (2.85 MHz) and EISCAT (4.544 MHz),
the difference in ERP at HIPAS (25 MW) and EISCAT (200 MW), and
the approximate height difference between the HIPAS (220 km)
and EISCAT (280 km) experiments, the observed electron tem-
perature difference between HIPAS (500 K) and EISCAT (1400 K)
indicates that the plasma heating efficiency on the second
gyro-harmonic is approximately double that for a higher
pump frequency ðð2:852=4:5442

Þ � ð500=1400Þ � ð2802=2202
Þ �

ð200=25Þ ¼ 1:82Þ for the same pump beam geometry relative to
the magnetic field line, which is consistent with the fact that the
optical intensity produced on the second gyro-harmonic is greater
than for higher pump frequencies of the same HF power (Pedersen
et al., 2008). However, the experiment described here was almost
entirely for pumping below the second gyro-harmonic (see Fig. 1).
HAARP experiments show that the optical emissions can more
than double for pumping above the second gyro-harmonic (Kosch
et al., 2005, 2007b, c). Hence, it is expected that the electron
temperature enhancement might be even greater, possibly by
another factor of two, than those reported here for this frequency
regime.

The Kodiak SuperDARN radar was operated in a special mode
03–06 UT, thereafter performing a standard scan of 16 beams
every 2 min at one frequency. In the special mode, the radar was
swept through frequencies close to 8, 9, 10, 11 and 12 MHz, and
cycling through beams 1–3 only, with 1 s integration and 15 km
range resolution, making a 15 s cycle. Frequency selection in each
band was automatically adjusted to achieve minimum inter-
ference. Fig. 6 shows SuperDARN Kodiak radar backscatter power
averaged over beams 1–3 and frequencies 9.8–10.2 MHz for the
range gate over HIPAS. Backscatter enhancements of 10–15 dB
occur during the continuous wave phase of each HIPAS cycle. The
backscatter enhancement prior to 04:24 UT is due to HIPAS
transmitter tune-up. It is clear that the backscatter does not go
completely back to the initial background state, as seen prior to
04:10 UT, when the pump is turned off. This may be due to the
relatively short pump-off period (2 min) and ionospheric
preconditioning during the pump-on phases (4 min) and is
consistent with HAARP observations (Kosch et al., 2005, 2007b).
The Doppler shift (not shown) is less than 750 m/s but not
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Fig. 6. SuperDARN Kodiak radar backscatter power averaged over beams 1–3 and frequencies 9.8–10.2 MHz for the range gate over HIPAS (gate 50 at 930 km range). Special

mode radar operations ceased at 06 UT before the experiment ended.
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persistently equal to zero and therefore the backscatter is not due
to ground scatter. The spectral width parameter (not shown) is
less than 25 m/s, which indicates a relatively hard target
consistent with ionospheric modification experiments. These are
the first observations of HIPAS-induced SuperDARN radar
backscatter modulation. These observations correspond to the
parametric decay instabilities of Langmuir and electron-Bernstein
waves being active, i.e. not upper-hybrid resonance, because most
of the experiment occurred for pump frequencies below the
second gyro-harmonic. Therefore, the Kodiak radar HIPAS-induced
backscatter comes from lower-hybrid wave caviton collapse and
not field-aligned striations, as described by Kosch et al. (2007b).

The observed electron temperature profiles give direct esti-
mates of the pump-induced electron heating after integrating the
one-dimensional energy equation:

3

2
nekB

@Teðz; tÞ

@t
¼

@

@z
KeðTeÞ

@Teðz; tÞ

@z

� �
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where ne and Te are the electron density and temperature,
respectively, kB Boltzmann’s constant, Ke heat flux, QHF pump
energy input, Qo the heat input from other sources, Le the electron
energy loss function, t time, and z altitude. The electron cooling is
calculated with electron temperature observations from the last
90 s of the pump-on and pump-off periods, during which we
consider Te to be at steady state. Taking the difference leads to:
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We integrate the electron energy loss function (Le) from 150 to
375 km. The heat flux (Ke(Te)(qTe/qz)) is small through the lower
boundary, for both pump-on and pump-off conditions. Unfortu-
nately, we cannot take into account the energy lost by heat
flowing up to altitudes higher than 375 km because the PFISR data
have low signal-to-noise ratio at high altitudes. However, this
should be a relatively minor correction when considering that the
electron temperature modulation at altitudes above 350 km is
significantly reduced compared to 250 km (not shown). The
processes taken into account for electron cooling are elastic
collisions with ions and the major neutral species (e.g. Schunk and
Nagy, 2004) with cooling rates from Rees and Roble (1975) and
Stubbe and Varnum (1972), rotational and vibrational excitation
of N2 and O2 with cooling rates from Pavlov (1998a, b), cooling
due to excitation of the fine structure levels of O (Pavlov and
Berrington, 1999), and excitation of O1D with cooling rates
calculated from the excitation rate of Mantas and Carlson
(1991). By integrating the electron energy losses we get an
estimate of the energy transferred from the pump wave to the
ionospheric electrons.

The total pump-induced electron heating with altitude is
shown in Fig. 7 upper panel, and integrated in altitude from 150 to
375 km is shown in Fig. 7 lower panel, for all four PFISR beams.
There is significant modulation due to HF pumping, ranging from
6�1012 to 6�1013 eV/m2/s. The data are also adversely affected
by the ion-line enhancement phenomenon, especially in the
earlier part of the experiment. The electron temperature is
measured by PFISR near the �1 dB contour of the HF pump
beam. Taking this into account as well as the lower power density
of HIPAS, the energy-transfer efficiency is comparable to that
which Sergienko et al. (2000) used to model the electron
temperature above EISCAT, and that which Robinson (1989)
estimated was deposited to explain anomalous absorption
observations.

By measuring the electron temperature profile at different cuts
through the HF beam it is in principle possible to estimate the
variation of the energy-transfer efficiency as a function of effective
radiated power and angle relative to magnetic zenith. However,
the PFISR beams cut the HIPAS beam at approximately similar
contours of the antenna pattern and angles relative to the
magnetic field, making it difficult to draw any conclusions about
geometric variations in heating efficiency. Such work requires co-
located ionospheric modification and incoherent scatter radar
facilities.
3. Conclusion

The discovery at HAARP that bright pump-induced artificial
optical emissions, which are due to accelerated electrons, occur
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for pump frequencies a few kilohertz above the second electron
gyro-harmonic frequency in the ionospheric F-layer clearly
indicates that powerful wave-plasma resonances are taking place.
Unfortunately, the HAARP facility does not have a co-located
incoherent scatter radar to diagnose the plasma. The EISCAT
ionospheric modification facility does have two co-located
incoherent scatter radars, but the minimum pump frequency
only reaches down to the third electron gyro-harmonic. Although
the experiment geometry was unfavourable, the only available
possibility was to use the HIPAS ionospheric modification facility
in conjunction with the newly inaugurated PFISR in Alaska. This
has clearly demonstrated the enhanced artificial optical emissions
correspond to enhanced ionospheric electron temperatures,
peaking for pump frequencies near the second electron gyro-
harmonic frequency and near double resonance. In addition, the
efficiency of plasma heating is likely to be approximately double,
or more, for pumping near the second gyro-harmonic compared to
higher frequencies, based on the intensity of the pump-induced
optical emissions. We also report the first SuperDARN radar
observation of enhanced HF backscatter over HIPAS.
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